
Travelling on the Club Bus for multiday tramps 

 

The use of the club bus maximises the time available for tramping on multiday trips by 

transporting the party the night before to the beginning or close to the tracks to be used on 

Saturday. By sleeping on the bus, trampers are able to start walking without travel delays in 

the morning. 

 

Departure: 

The bus normally leaves the garage at 31 Sandringham Road at 7pm but the time may vary 

so please check the trip details on the website. As the departure time is strictly observed you 

should arrive at least 15 minutes beforehand to ensure sufficient time for getting yourself and 

your gear onto the bus. Remember that Friday night evening traffic can be heavy, and even 

more so at the start of a holiday weekend – so allow yourself plenty of time. 

 

Sleeper Mode: 

The back of the bus will be converted from seats to a padded platform on which shoes or 

dirty feet are not allowed. Wear comfortable clothing for sitting, reclining and sleeping. When 

choosing where to sit please leave space closest to the cab for the driver. 

 

Food, Drink and Toilet Stops: 

For 7pm departures on Friday nights the bus will have limited toilet stops before arriving 

often very late at the destination when you can go to the toilet again. Trampers usually arrive 

on Friday night having had dinner and cleaned their teeth “ready for bed”. As getting up in 

the middle of the night will disturb many people it is wise to limit fluid intake on Friday 

afternoon / evening. 

 

On the return journey to Auckland ensure that you have your money with you on the bus so 

that you can buy dinner at the usually 30 minute meal stop. You can also leave water and 

snacks on the bus over the weekend for your return. 

 

Gear: 

As your tramping pack will be loaded into the gear compartment you will not have access to 

your pack until Saturday morning. Therefore you need to carry on to the bus with you: 

 A sleeping bag and pillow (preferably not your tramping sleeping bag so that you do 

not need to pack it in the morning  

 A “bus bag” containing:  

o Torch 

o Water 

o Medications including perhaps a sleeping pill or travel sickness medication 

o Tramping clothes to change into, in the morning 

o Toilet paper in case not supplied in the toilet at the destination  

o A book and/or puzzles if you enjoy relaxing with these 

 A pair of casual shoes to store at the back door of the bus for wearing when getting 

out for food and toilet stops 

 

If you have left something important in your pack you can ask the driver to open the 

compartment at a toilet stop or on arrival. 

 

  



Breakfast: 

Either you can add your breakfast and eating utensils to your bus bag or you access your 

breakfast, cooker and gas in your tramping pack – obviously best packed near the top. If 

your breakfast just needs hot water, take it in a thermos so that you have less gear to 

unpack and repack in the morning Similarly your toothbrush and paste can travel with you on 

the bus or be in the top of your pack.  

 

Security: 

Please do not leave valuables on the bus over the weekend. 

 

Alternatives to travelling and sleeping on the bus: 

You can usually camp at the destination on Friday night if you are happy to pitch your tent 

late at night and your camping gear is handy in the gear compartment.  You can take a 

second tent for the Friday night so that your tramping tent does not get damp from 

condensation etc before you start walking in Saturday morning. 

 

On some trips it is possible to travel by private car but there are often situations when this is 

not possible eg you are going to finish tramping a long way from your car and the bus is not 

going to return to where you left it. You will need to check private travel plans with the trip 

leader. 

 


